
Recently, I showed the film Fifi Howls from Happiness (2013) by Mitra Farahani to my 
undergraduate class. The film is about the last days of Bahman Mohassess (1931 – 2010), an 
Iranaian artist living in Rome in a hotel room that he seldom leaves. At one point, he tells an 
anecdote about the day Pablo Picasso died, followed by one about Salvador Dali lying on his 
deathbed, and sitting up and cursing a priest who has come to visit him. We see him laughing 
heartily after recounting each story. How to stage your departure as you shuck off your mortal 
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coil was a subject that fascinated Mohassess, who knew his own end was fast approaching. 
Fahrani believes Mohassess wanted the film to be made, knowing it would document his death, 
and that it would be his final performance-cum-work-of-art.

A few days later, I went to see the exhibition Michael: Late Work, Rain and Flowers at Ryan Lee 
(October 25–December 22, 2018). The exhibition included five paintings, three of which were 
done the year he died, and in the small back gallery, 13 pen-and-ink drawings selected from the 
more than 100 Mazur did in the summer of 2009, when he had lost much of his mobility. Drawn 
on modest-sized sheets of paper, depicting cut flowers as well as plants and ferns growing in the 
artist’s backyard, they are dated between June 15 and August 17, 2009, the day before he died. 
Having looked at the entire set of drawings some years ago, I hope that someday they will be 
published together as a book, as they are a moving chronicle of a man who, facing the end of his 
life, spent each day saying hello and good-bye. 

One drawing, titled “Hospital Bouquet #2, 7/03/09” (2009), is focused on a fulsome rose 
surrounded by leaves and buds; located just below the center of the sheet, it is the largest element 
in the picture. Another, smaller rose is seen above and behind it to the left. Although we know 
the distance between them is short, an inch or two at most, it feels impassable; each rose is held 
in place by the leaves and stems Mazur draws around them, as well as by the short abstract 
marks, hints of things, he makes between the two flowers.

Did he envision himself and his wife Gail, a poet, in this drawing, as he was intently looking at 
the bouquet sitting on the hospital table beside him? There is no symbolism, only his observation 
of the forms and edges. The lines describing the rose are firmer than those evoking the contours 
of the leaves on the bouquet’s outer edges. Mazur could have drawn the entire bouquet and the 
container they were placed in, but he did not.

This is the work of a consummate draftsman whose painterly intelligence was always probing, 
no matter what the circumstances were. In his last days, Mazur — who had been working from 
observation for many years — began drawing flowers, no doubt remembering that in the last six 
months of his life, Edouard Manet devoted himself to painting the bouquets of flowers that his 
friends brought to his Paris apartment. 

I am certain that he also thought of Pierre-Joseph Redouté, the painter and botanist, whose 
watercolors earned him the appellation, the “Raphael of flowers.” Mazur, who lived in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, and taught at Harvard, certainly knew of the Glass Flowers: The 
Ware Collection of Blaschka Glass Models of Plants housed in the Harvard Museum of Natural 
History, a destination point for many.

Like Manet — but working with pen and ink to draw a firm but delicate contour line — Mazur 
pared away everything he thought was unnecessary. What he wanted to get at, and did — was the 
ephemeral embodiment of beauty, fragility, and delicacy one encounters in a flower. However, 
unlike Manet, whose late flower paintings are nuanced profusions of color, Mazur eschewed 
color in favor of line, marks that he could not change or alter. That’s what it is breathtaking about 
these drawings. Each one is the result of Mazur’s belief that it was all or nothing, and that he had 
to be attuned to the plant.



Mazur’s response was a line that was tender, sinuous, fluid, erotic, and incomplete. He could 
— when he felt it necessary — draw a cluster of contours, conveying the multiplicity of a 
flower that has just passed its moment of fullness and is entering its decline. And, in the same 
drawing, “Untitled 8. 17. 09” (done the day before he died), he drew the stems whose petals had 
fallen. Sometimes a petal’s contour stops in midair, as if there was no need to make a complete, 
enclosing line. Stoicism and love informs each line he made. 

Walking back out into the main room, where the five paintings hung, proved almost too much 
for me. I had met Michael and Gail shortly after I graduated from college in 1972. Years later, I 
met them again in Provincetown, Massachusetts, and spent time in Mazur’s studio there. He was 
prolific artist, energetic in his own work and generous to other artists and poets. After seeing the 
exhibition, Degas Monotypes, at the Fogg Art Museum, Harvard University (April 25, 1968–June 
14, 1968), he became instrumental in the revival of the painterly monotype. At the beginning 
of this century, Michael Mazur: A Print Retrospective toured the US, with stops at the Iris and B. 
Gerald Cantor Center for Visual Arts at Stanford University, Jane Voorhees Zimmerli Museum 
at Rutgers University, and the Minneapolis Institute of Art.

Although Mazur was best known for his prints, the paintings that he did in the last years of his 
life ought to stir us to reconsider whatever preemptory conclusion the art establishment might 
have reached. In these paintings and in the “Rain” series that I had written about in The Brooklyn 
Rail (April 2010), the subject is water falling into water, temporary forms becoming formless. 
The sight of rain falling into water was one that Mazur knew well, as his house in Provincetown 
faced the bay, just a few steps down from his deck. 

In contrast to the closely observed pen-and-ink drawings of flowers and plants, or of the 
sunflowers in his back yard, the paintings come from memory and imagination as well as from 
his years of making art. It seems that at the end of his life, he wanted to evoke his passage into 
chaos, to compose his farewell as well as greet what was coming toward him. There are ellipses, 
snaking vertical lines, swaths of scumbling, veils, and smudges, solidly painted shapes, and 
thin, watery drips. They suggest close-up views of Claude Monet’s ponds, but in the middle of a 
torrential rainstorm; everything is dissolving before your eyes.

And yet, instead of letting go, or turning away, Mazur chronicled his disappearance from the 
world while staying true to his belief that painting and art would sustain him to the end. These 
paintings have nothing to do with being fashionable and everything to do with life and death. 
What comes through is Mazur’s openness to making a painting that pushed his supple touch 
closer to annihilation.

Michael: Late Work, Rain and Flowers continues at at Ryan Lee Gallery (515 West 26th Street, 
Chelsea, Manhattan) through December 22, 2018.



Series of Thought
By Betsey Garand
November 3, 2017

Three weeks ago, I had an intimate and frenzied encounter with a wild bobcat as it was chasing 
my chickens. We locked eyes for a moment, and I quickly glanced down at its large, impressive 
paws. Tawny, speckled fur contrasted starkly with razor-sharp black claws. It ran off to the edge 
of the woods, first stopping to glance back at me before disappearing into the thicket. I began to 
think of a series of intaglio prints that would capture the essence of this feral fury.

I always work in series. It’s how I develop and investigate ideas: a journey with the departure 
recognized but the destination unknown. My work begins with observations and research of 
petroglyphs, natural forms, flora, and fauna. I travel through the woods, deserts, and mountains 
to view them, including California’s Palomar Mountain and Anza-Borrego Desert State Park 
and, more locally, the water’s edge at Embden and Machias in Maine. Recently, I’ve been looking 
at the birchbark pieces of the Passamaquoddy artist Tomah Joseph and the serigraph prints 
of Maud Morgan and Ray Parker. Often, I’ll have a seed of thought—working with notions of 
resonance, balance, and continuum—that grows and develops as I move from piece to piece.

I am an intuitive mark-maker. In printmaking, I prefer not to do preliminary studies but instead 
to work directly on plates and blocks to keep the work fresh and alive. It’s only when I see 
certain shapes, colors, and lines together that I can start visually problem-solving. Biomorphic 

Michael Mazur, Pond Edge 
II, 1997-1998. Color etching 
and aquatint (32 1/8” x 39 
1/2”). Collection of Mead 
Art Museum; gift of George 
Shinn (Class of 1945).



forms merge with calligraphic lines; some shapes appear animal-like, while others reference 
utilitarian tools. In the Hark, Cadence, and Continuum series, space is both flat and dimensional; 
elements are both imagined and seen, still and moving. The prints are a combination of various 
techniques, including monotype, cognate, lift-ground aquatint, and pochôir. The colors are 
layered and often transparent, muted but with accents of vibrancy. I’m frequently asked, “How 
do you know when a work is finished?” If nothing can be added or taken away and the work 
has a life that seems unique, I keep it. I push images to the edge of the creative cliff; they have 
the most power when they hover close to the edge. A quote by T. S. Eliot is on my studio wall: 
“Genuine poetry can communicate before it is understood.”

I was introduced to Michael Mazur’s work as an undergraduate and was immediately taken by 
his draftsmanship. Fluid, free, and masterful lines navigate the contours of nude figures and the 
emotive content of his prints. Mazur’s mentors Baskin, Gabo, and Peterdi resonate in his work, 
as does the German artist Kathë Kollwitz. At times his mark-making is aggressive and agitated, 
as in the intaglio prints of the Closed Ward series of the early 1960s. This series of prints and 
drawings was initially inspired by a “deeply unsettling” incident that took place while Mazur 
was an Amherst College student and a member of a singing group entertaining residents at the 
Veterans’ Administration Hospital in Northampton, Massachusetts. Mazur carried the memory 
of this traumatic experience for years. He then produced an extremely powerful body of work 
speaking to issues of psychological angst and physical and emotional confinement. This series is 
as impactful as Goya’s Disasters of War.

In the mid-1980s, Mazur read The Chinese Garden, by Maggie Keswick, and “had an epiphany” 
that inspired him to make a trip to China in 1987. After a Chinese Scroll was inspired by the 13th-
to-14th-century Yuan Dynasty scroll painting by Zhao Meng-fu as well as Mazur’s deep, abiding 
respect for traditional Chinese gardens and landscapes. This print uses four matrixes—one 
wood relief and three copper aquatint plates—creating an atmospheric glimpse of the landscape 
with an expansive spatial depth. The calligraphic linear elements have the “touch” of the brush 
so often used in Chinese painting. There is a fluidity of movement in the gestural mark-making 
that references the dynamic strokes in the Closed Ward series, but these images have an element 
of “air” and sense of “growth.”

Pond Edge II is a portrait of Wakeby Lake, near the Mazur family home on Cape Cod. There 
is an inner glow to this print resultant from layering four copper intaglio plates while leaving 
some of the paper uninked. The shift in movement as one’s eye navigates the lakescape is guided 
by a broad spectrum of tonalities and hues. The two intaglio prints from L’Inferno Dante of 
The Transformation of Agnello de’Brunelleschi encapsulate Mazur’s inventive combination of 
elements. In XXVii, the patterned “head” resembles the shapes of lilies in Pond Edge II, and 
the eye is barely visible. In XXViii, the serpent is completely wrapped around the protruding 
eye of Agnello, a torturous and insightful interpretation. Is this perhaps a layered reference 
to one’s “inner eye”? Michael Mazur’s many bodies of work represent series of ideas explored 
with undeniable passion and persistent experimentation that pushes the limits of creative self. I 
relate to his lifelong devotion to printmaking—the scraping, carving, scribing, etching, wiping, 
and, finally, printing—and I am inspired by knowing that each viewing of his work will reveal 
something yet unseen.



In the catalogue accompanying 
the exhibition Looking 
East: Brice Marden, Michael 
Mazur, Pat Steir at the Boston 
University Art Gallery (January 
18–February 24, 2002), John 
Stromberg opens his essay, 
“Michael Mazur: A Delicate 
Balance” with this sentence: 
“Michael Mazur’s path to 
his recent paintings based 
on Chinese art has been less 
than linear.” Couldn’t this 
observation have also been 
made about Marden and Steir? 
Although Stromberg’s use of the 
qualifying “less than” suggests 
that he believes that Mazur’s 
trajectory is more difficult to 
characterize than that of the 
other two artists, which it is, 
one also detects a trace of the 
writer’s unease.

I wonder if this unease is because 
Mazur was, to use another 

loaded term, inconsistent. My reason for using this term is derived from something that Clement 
Greenberg wrote in “Manet in Philadelphia” (Artforum, January 1967):

[Edouard] Manet’s case makes it quite clear that consistency is not an artistic virtue 
in itself. It did not keep him, any more than his prodigious skill with the brush did, 
from creating great works of art that are not tours de force and have nothing to do 
with virtuosity. Nevertheless, his inconsistency does seem to offer an obstacle to many 
people. They find it difficult to get his art into clear focus. It’s their own fault, of course, 
rather than Manet’s. One looks at one picture at a time, one looks at single works, not 
a whole oeuvre. Or rather, one should.

Michael Mazur, “After Chao Meng-fu” (1995) (all images courtesy Ryan Lee, 
New York)



However, it is the opening sentence of the very next paragraph where I part ways with Greenberg:

Manet’s inconsistency can be attributed more to his plight as the first modernist 
painter than to his temperament.

In her indispensable book, Manet Manette (Yale University Press, 2002), Carol M. Armstrong 
points out that Greenberg “had to assimilate his inconsistent Manet to the terms of heroic 
modernism…” Certainly, one senses that he was uncomfortable with the possibility that Manet’s 
inconsistency had more to do with his temperament than with his being the first modernist 
painter, which may explain why he goes to such lengths to separate him from the Impressionists. 
As Armstrong points out, Greenberg proposes that Manet “was not even the forebear of 
Impressionism … ”

I agree with Greenberg when he asserts that the viewer should look at single works, which, in the 
case of Michael Mazur, adds up to quite a lot. As a painter, he worked with brushes, airbrushes, 
spray paint and stencils, in both acrylic and oil. He painted studio paintings as well as from 
nature. He depicted bland suburban streets and dramatic staged scenes. At different periods in 
his life, he was a sculptor, a social documentarian, a narrative painter, a literary artist, a realist 
working from observation and an abstract artist inspired by Chinese art. He liked to work in 
series, but there are plenty of one-offs. He could have become slick or jokey, like Jim Dine (also 
born in 1935), but he never did. As I have written elsewhere, he started out as a printmaker, and 
became a painter.

Another reason Mazur’s work is impossible to characterize is because, throughout his life, 
whatever medium he was using, he maintained a practice of ceaseless activity. What rescues his 
work is his “prodigious skill,” as Greenberg said of Manet, in a wide range of mediums, from 
etching and drawing to monotypes and painting. I think he realized that his skill could become 
a trap if he developed a style, and so he kept working (and experimenting), trying out different 
approaches, techniques, materials, and subject matter until something grabbed his attention, 
challenged him.

Looking at the paintings that he did in the early ’70s, close-up views of paint tubes lying on a 
mesh-like surface, it is also apparent that, for Mazur, abstraction and realism were neither separate 
nor incompatible. I think the porous border between seemingly distinct modes of perception, 
regarding what is abstract and what is representational, preoccupied Mazur throughout his life 
as much as anything could, including his humanist concerns. He wasn’t looking for solutions 
as much as ways to frame the permeable boundaries supposedly separating one mode from the 
other.

According to Stromberg, “When he left school in 1961, Greenbergian formalism had what Mazur 
perceived to be a stranglehold on American art.” More than thirty years later, in an interview 
conducted by Robert Brown for the Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Mazur 
made this statement about his time as a student of Leonard Baskin and of his own relationship 
to the art of early 1960s, Minimalism and Pop Art:

Leonard [Baskin} was on the younger side of that older generation. He wasn’t on the 



young side of the new generation. He railed against abstraction and contemporary 
American modernism. With Baskin, I had a reactionary situation. Had to deal with 
the fact I was being trained as a figurative artist, subtly. I was happy with what I was 
learning, and never had great longings to become part of that newer generation. In a 
way, I was retardaire but not anxious about it. I had to find my own way through all 
this, and that is the subject of my life’s work.

Mazur’s sense that he had to find 
his own way through the history of 
art, and that this process of looking 
and learning from other art was the 
subject of his work seems to me to be 
key. At the same time, as both space 
and content were being squeezed 
out of art by Frank Stella and others, 
Mazur recognized that he was going 
at art from a very different position, 
as he makes clear to Brown in the 
interview:

I was happy with the choice of dealing 
with content, not the form of the art. 
Basically, content drove my engine, 
but the form always interested me, 
in terms of its relationship to the 

content. In one way or another, the influences of form-makers—I think that’s the best 
way of talking about them, not as abstract or figurative—form-making, the facture of 
making paintings or drawings or prints, that has interested me and had its influence 
on me throughout all the work.

Within this ongoing argument about the relationship between content and form, Mazur says 
something to Brown that I think gives us a glimpse into his thinking:

My graphic qualities were noted, but the problems of what a painting means and 
how it becomes made in the growth of the process are different from drawing and 
printmaking problems. I’ve said to students who were really interested in drawing, 
when they paint they are going to have to give up some of the controls they’ve learned 
in graphic media. It takes a long time to learn how to let a medium evolve out of its 
own substance.

Although Mazur is too modest to come right out and say it, what I sense in this statement is 
his ambition to do it all: painting; drawing; printmaking. A contemporary master of etching, 
lithography and monotype (the unique painterly print, which is closest to painting, and which 
allows the artist to improvise), Mazur also had to learn to let go of being in control. As an artist 
who had mastered line and contour and all the techniques of etching, Mazur had to undo his 
own training, what could have become habits of thinking and doing, in order to move on.

Michael Mazur, “Lake III” (1996)



If we accept Mazur’s sense — and I see no reason why we shouldn’t believe him — that his 
life’s work is a record of his engagement with art in all of its forms, from the Renaissance to 
the contemporary to the nonwestern, and the questions art raises, then we should look at his 
paintings as being confirmations of his passions and education, of what he was driven to take on.

Although Mazur tells Brown that he was trained as a figurative artist and that he was content 
driven, it is clear from the paintings he did throughout the 70s, that the relationship between 
form and content, as well as between figuration and abstraction, were foremost in his mind. In 
that sense, Mazur might have regarded Minimalism and Pop Art as solutions, ways of choosing 
one over the other, which would not have appealed to him.

While the Painterly Realism of Fairfield Porter appealed to Mazur, and he told Brown how much 
he admired Porter’s art criticism, he was both a highly trained, incredibly gifted graphic artist 
committed both to mark-making and to making socially conscious art, as evidenced by his 
prints based on working in a mental hospital.

The stained, peeling walls, standing partly in sunlight and partly in shadow, of the stone 
enclosures housing the apes depicted in the series, Stoneham Zoo (1976-79), attest to the artist’s 
commitment to mark-making. In these walls, Mazur saw a decrepit two-dimensional surface 
that would dissolve the distinction between the representational and the abstract, where he could 
register the interplay of sunlight and shadows and whatever else he saw.   Instead of accepting the 
relationship between abstraction and representational art as hierarchical, or recognizing them 
as an either/or decision, could he embrace both at the same time, and successfully challenge the 
efficacy of this categorization? In this way, Mazur is a radical painter.

During the first half of the 70s, Mazur 
did a number of very good paintings, 
but it is in the Stoneham Zoo (1976 
– 79) that he exceeded everything 
he did previously. It is his first major 
breakthrough in painting, in which 
he synthesizes divergent, seemingly 
incompatible strains, such as social 
documentation, abstraction and 
figuration, without privileging one 
over the other. Nearly forty years after 
Mazur started the series, the subject 
of captivity remains timely and, in an 
unsettling sense, timeless.

It is also evident that Mazur did many 
remarkable observational paintings 
during the 1980s, which culminate in a 
second breakthrough. At the same time, 
as I suggested earlier, Mazur seems to 
do things in reverse or go about them the wrong way. For example, throughout his career Mazur 

Michael Mazur, “Gail’s Island III” (1998)



didn’t eliminate the brushstroke — what Greenberg deridingly called “the Tenth Street touch,” 
and which Andy Warhol’s use of silkscreen is supposed to have made obsolete. Additionally, 
even when he was inspired by Chinese art, notably by a trip he made to China in 1987, and 
became more gestural and intuitive in his application of paint, he did not accept one of the 
longstanding, underlying assumptions of New York-based abstraction, dating back at least to 
Frank Stella, which was the widely accepted belief that abstract painting could be both objective 
and immediately accessible.

Moreover, in contrast to Marden and Steir, you cannot trace Mazur’s “Chinese” paintings back 
to Abstract Expressionism, particularly Jackson Pollock or, for that matter, Franz Kline. Nor, for 
the sake of argument, can you trace them back to the geometric side of Abstract Expressionism, 
Barnett Newman or Ad Reinhardt. It seems to me that in Mazur’s case, the breakthroughs 
come about when he finds a way to undo his graphic mastery, when he, as he stated to Brown, 
“learn[s] how to let a medium evolve out of its own substance.” As an observational painter, 
Mazur was one of the very best, as his Stoneham Zoo (1976 – 79) make evident. Eschewing style, 
he refused to repeat himself or continue in this vein. That, I would say, is what makes Mazur 
seem inconsistent. But, as with Manet, Mazur’s inconsistency is inextricable from his pictorial 
ambition.
For Mazur, his trip to China in 1987 prompted him to reevaluate his entire approach to subject 
matter, mark-making and composition. As Stromberg points out, after returning from China, 
“Mazur began to experiment with printing and painting on silk.” Stromberg goes on to say that:

Inspired now by a variety of Chinese painting and calligraphy, Mazur allows his brush 
to linger or accelerate in response to his own intuited gestures – themselves responses 
to the subjects. His brushwork no longer answers to the dictates of replication, but 
rather to the momentary imperatives of his mark-making. As well, he allowed the 
media – the paint and silk – to have a hand in the process. The pigments stain beyond 
the path of his brush as the liquid is absorbed by the dry silk. Mazur can only control 
this so far and these works denote a turning point in his personal philosophy on 
creation.

In Stoneham Zoo (1976-79), we see Mazur’s brushwork answering to “the dictates of replication.” 
Everywhere in these paintings we see evidence of the artist’s sensitivity to changing light, 
surfaces, form, materiality and space. Clearly, these paintings place him among the best realist 
painters of his generation. A decade later, in 1989, Mazur remains sensitive and open to these 
perceptual states, but in a completely different way that continues to change and develop right 
up his death in 2009.

There is something extraordinary about this change because, in order to effect it, Mazur had 
give up a lot of what he knew and mastered, and, perhaps more importantly, he had to surrender 
control. Literally and metaphorically speaking, he had to start over and reinvent himself. The 
space becomes ambiguous. Where the blotchy walls we see in the zoo paintings approach 
abstraction, the forms in paintings such as “Dragon’s Rockery” (1997-98) and “Gail’s Island III” 
(1998) seem to be melting into non-objectivity. The liquidity we see in these works is unlike 
anything that Mazur has done before in painting.



As Stromberg points out, Mazur researched both specific Chinese paintings and studied Chinese 
aesthetics. As with the Stoneham Zoo, he studied his subject closely in an attempt to become a 
western painter steeped in Chinese art. The closest parallel I can think of is Guiseppe Castiglione 
(1688-1766), an Italian Jesuit lay brother who became a painter in the court of the Chinese 
emperor, and whose paintings of horses are a unique synthesis of European feeling and Chinese 
methods.

It seems to me that by 1994, in paintings such as those titled “After Chao Men Fu,” the 
transformation is complete. In subsequent paintings, “Dragon’s Rockery” (1997-98) and “Gail’s 
Island III” (1998), for example, it is amply evident just how far Mazur has traveled to reinvent his 
idiom. The paint coalesces into indefinite forms as well as it flows and drips down the surface. 
Mazur depicts a domain that is both solid and watery, forming and dissolving. Along with 
changing his approach to painting, inspired in part by his years of working in monotype, Mazur 
embraced a key philosophical aspect of Chinese aesthetics. The classical Chinese artist’s primary 
goal is to be true to the essence of reality, which might be understood as the inner forces of 
things, rather than with outward appearances. This required that the artist be alert to the fact 
that reality is constantly undergoing change, birth and destruction. The only constant is change.

Between 1979 and 1987, the year he went to China, Mazur moved from states of confinement to 
states of constant change, from pitch perfect replication to improvisation and visual uncertainty. 
In the “Rain” paintings, which constitute the last body of paintings Mazur completed before his 
death, he focuses on a subject we associate with replenishment and rebirth. This is what I wrote 
about them in The Brooklyn Rail (April, 2010):

Michael Mazur, “Dragons Rockery” (1997-98)



In these paintings, there is no place to stand. We are just above the water, and, like the rain, we 
are falling into it, and dissolving. The ripples we make may last, as they do in the paintings, or 
they may dissipate and vanish. We have no way of knowing how the world will remember us. 
The paintings don’t point to a far shore—they don’t offer security or comfort. They don’t promise 
to reveal the next image or place. We are out in the rain, and there is nothing to protect us. We 
are here, the paintings show us, and this is what we have—oil paint and water, a bad mix.

To face the possibility of adding up to 
nothing near the end of one’s life takes 
courage and honesty. It means that you 
know that painting can’t save you, that 
nothing can, and that you didn’t become 
a painter because you thought it would. 
This is what makes painters so necessary 
to our lives—the best ones keep looking 
long after most of us turn away. They see 
what we all know to be true, and they don’t 
back away from it or avert their eyes. I 
think that the act of seeing clearly is what 
frightens most people, why so many want 
to say that painting is obsolete, that it 
died. They want to believe that they know 
how the story will turn out. Michael 
Mazur knew this wasn’t true, and he kept 
painting and looking. That’s something 
that we should all aspire to.

If we focus only on these two very different kinds of paintings, Stoneham Zoo (1976-1979) and 
the varied body of work Mazur did after returning from China (which leaves out many other 
remarkable works, starting in the 1970s), I think it is clear what a remarkable and challenging 
journey he undertook as an artist. Rilke’s impossible injunction comes to mind: “You must 
change your life.” Mazur is one of the few artists I can think of who did just that.

Michael Mazur, “Night Rain 2” (2009)



Michael Mazur: Stoneham Zoo (1976-1979) at the Ryan Lee 
Gallery, closing November 15, 2014
by Michael Miller, November 13, 2014

Michael Mazur: Stoneham Zoo (1976-1979)
Ryan Lee Gallery
515 West 26th Street
New York, New York
October 16 – November 15, 2014

There are only two days left to view an important exhibition of oils and pastels by Michael 
Mazur (1935-2009) at the Ryan Lee Gallery. In 1976 Mazur, at a time when he was forty-one 
and his career was reaching a substantial level, found himself drawn to Stoneham Zoo, which 
was in a rather derelict state at the time, if I remember correctly, and decided to create a series 
of works in the monkey cages there. It reminded him of work he had done in mental hospitals 
as a student and teacher, both offering art therapy and drawing the patients, which he saw more 
as inmates, people in captivity. As he developed this theme in his work, he began to draw more 
from memory. Around 1976 and in recent years he had been working concentratedly both with 
narrative scenes and with landscape. He approached the monkey cages with these three pursuits 
in mind. As he said in the In his 1993 interview for the Archives of American Art, “Then I 
decided to do some work on the monkey cages at Stoneham Zoo, which were very depressed and 
reminded me of the mental hospital. Telling the story of captured animals became important.” 
The project continued until 1979. He then showed the resulting series at the Robert Miller 
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Gallery in New York, which he had just joined. They have not been shown since. The Stoneham 
Zoo paintings are crucial in Mazur’s career, because they are the immediate precursors and 
really part of some of his greatest work, those inspired by the Jonestown Massacre and The 
Incident at Walden Pond, now in the Pennsylvania Academy of Art.

In the gallery you will find several large oils and two large pastels, as well as one small oil of an 
individual monkey. The point of view is set well back, as if Mazur were painting the creatures’ 
habitat in the jungle, but instead of lush tropical vegetation they are surrounded by filthy 
institutional walls and dead branches. The primates, reduced in scale by their distance, disappear 
into the gloom of their captivity as if they were in fog. Or eyes are often led away from the 
monkeys and their faces by random details—unidentifiable objects which attracted the artist’s 
attention by their texture, shape, or some glistening highlight. Mazur’s sophisticated palette, 
in which primary colors are as absent as straight lines in prehistoric cave painting, creates this 
heavy atmosphere of captivity, the degraded environment, and even, in an ennobled way, the 
ghastly fetor which permeates even well-maintained monkey cages. The monkeys themselves 
seem barely alive, deprived of even the most basic drives by the scientific habit and educational 
ritual of their human cousins. This may seem all too depressing to tempt anyone into crossing 
the High Line, but in fact it is not at all. Michael Mazur was above all an artist, and he developed 
the ability and moral energy to bring his audience into the world of art, where they can be 
uplifted by color, space, and form.

Michael Mazur was a native New Yorker who made Cambridge his home. He was attracted into 
and educated in art as a young child by a talented nanny. After finishing at Horace Mann School, 
where Henry Geldzahler and Edward Koren were among his classmates, he made his first move 
to New England to attend Amherst College. There he was able to study with Leonard Baskin, 



immersing him early on in printmaking, the medium for which he is perhaps best known, but 
which was only a part of a career which included sculpture and installations along with the 
media respresented by this show. He constantly perfected his mastery of many techniques and 
progressed still further into experimentation. He spent a year in Italy, taking a year off from 
Amherst, as well as the Yale Summer School at Norfolk, Connecticut, going on to study for an 
B.F.A. at Yale. Here he was trained by Josef Albers and others, above all the printmaker Gabor 
Peterdi. He also assisted the sculptor Naum Gabo in making a set of etchings.
Mazur’s early introduction to printmaking and his success in it inspired his respect for drawing 
and stimulated a perfectionistic bent that led him to master pastel and painting with the kind 
of virtuosity that extends far back into the tradition of printmaking, but which reached a 

particularly high level in the second half of the twentieth century. In the world of prints artists, 
teachers, curators, and collectors tend to become obsessed with the technical aspects of the 
processes, and there is many a print that was made simply to show that a particular feat could 
be done. This produces and aesthetic which can either be fruitful for the artist’s imagination 
or it can be sterile. Partly to enrich his creativity as a printmaker and partly to escape from its 
obsessiveness, Mazur turned to the other media, which he had already studied Yale. He also 
realized that the printmakers who had left the most significant mark on the history of art were 
grounded in painting and sculpture, like Dürer, Mantegna, Goya, Degas, and Picasso. One 
result of this confluence of different streams in his creative life, inspired by his visits to a Degas 
exhibition at the Fogg art Museum at Harvard, was his supreme mastery of the monotype, a 
process that uses printing plates and ink to produce unique works—a medium superficially like 
painting, but in fact entirely different, since the painter can make changes by adding layers of 
paint, and the monotypist can only move the ink around on the plate.



Another aspect of his encylopedic interests in art was literary. His first artistic work for a public 
began in high school, with his illustrations for the Horace Mann literary magazine. Leonard 
Baskin was largely and illustrator. When Mazur visited Italy he took pains to learn Italian well 
and read the Divine Comedy in the original. His wife Gail developed into an important poet, 
who published her first collection, Nightfire, in 1978, when her husband was in the midst of the 
Stoneham Zoo project. Through her and his own predilections, he was knit into the rich literary 
world that revolved around Cambridge and Provincetown, where the Mazurs became leaders 
at the Fine Arts Work Center. The best known product of this was Mazur’s set of illustrations to 
Robert Pinsky’s translation of Dante’s Inferno.

Mazur was also a teacher, at first from economic necessity, at RISD, Brandeis, and other schools, 
but later less, after he made the conscious decision to support himself and his family from the 
sale of his work. He continued to teach on a less burdensome schedule after that, particularly at 
Harvard. This began in 1977, again at the same moment in his career as Stoneham Zoo. Later 
in his career he became especially committed to improving art education in schools and to 
improve the economic situation of the artist. This involved activism and advocacy, as well as 
much committee work.

During the sixties his progressive beliefs flourished in the anti-war movement and other 
organized forms of activism. He was a co-founder of Artists against Racism and War, and he 
collaborated on the installation piece, The American Way, which attracted much atention in 
Boston and traveled extensively elsewhere.

Michael Mazur was an outstanding example of the highest values in the stream of eurocentric, 
mostly representational art which developed just before American pop culture took hold of 
the art world centered around New York. Few artists, even in this group, were as literate as 
he, not only in the history of art, but in literature. His self-nourishment from the works he 
sought out in museums and galleries, sophisticated enough steer clear of imitation, enriched 
his work immensely and influenced the tone of the visual arts as made and shown in Boston. 
His committee work has left its mark on public and private support for artists in Massachusetts 
and the United States at large, whether or not present practices would come up to his standards. 
The Stoneham Zoo series not only represents his impressive technical prowess as an artist, but 
his command of mood and atmosphere in telling a morally significant story—a story which is 
intended to influence our beliefs and behavior—as well as his deep social commitment.

Mazur exhibited in New York from his Yale days onwards. It is more than fitting that Mary Ryan 
give the New Yorkers of 2014 a hard look at his core work.





Michael Mazur was a painter and printmaker whose life was entwined 
with the literary world.

His paintings graced the covers of poetry books by his wife, Gail 
Mazur, and he contributed works to Agni and Ploughshares literary 
journals.

Mazur’s fascination with the works of Dante Alighieri dated back 
to his college days when he lived in Dante’s native city of Florence 
and read “The Divine Comedy’’ in Italian. He considered illustrating 
Dante’s “Inferno’’ for his senior thesis at Amherst College, but his 
adviser thought the project too ambitious.

Mazur, who lived in Cambridge and Provincetown, collaborated on 
a number of Dante projects with poet and translator Robert Pinsky, 
starting with “Inferno.’’

Before Mazur died this summer at the age of 73, he had created a fourth series of images inspired 
by Dante, this one for “I’ll Tell What I Saw: Select Translations and Illustrations from ‘The Divine 
Comedy’ ’’ published this month by Sarabande.

In the introduction, Pinsky pays tribute to his collaborator: “Entering Dante’s creation entirely, 
not standing outside it, nor in a modern world apart from it, enables Mazur to imagine the 
poetry’s images with a tremendous, radical freshness, stemming from a lifelong passion.’’

Mazur’s passion
By Jan Gardner
Globe Correspondent / November 29, 2009

An illustration by Michael 
Mazur from “I’ll Tell What 
I Saw: Images from Dante’s 
‘Divine Comedy.’ ’’



Michael Mazur, Artist of Realism and Abstraction, Dies at 73
By William Grimes | August 29, 2009

Michael Mazur, a relentlessly inventive printmaker, painter and sculptor whose work 
encompassed social documentation, narrative and landscape while moving back and 
forth between figuration and abstraction, died on Aug. 18 in Cambridge, Mass. He 
was 73 and lived in Cambridge and Provincetown, Mass.

The cause was congestive heart failure, said Mary Ryan, his New York dealer.

Mr. Mazur first came to public notice in the early 1960s with two series of etchings 
and lithographs depicting inmates in a mental asylum in Howard, R.I. The series, 
“Closed Ward” and “Locked Ward,” rendered with the hand of a master draftsman, 
showed human beings in unbearable torment.

These lost souls, John Canaday wrote in The New York Times, “have the terrible an-
onymity of individuals who cannot be reached, whose ugly physical presence is only 
the symptom of a tragic spiritual isolation.” 

Mr. Mazur in 1995. Credit:Bill Greene/Boston Globe



Mr. Mazur’s restless artistic temperament led him to explore a variety of styles and 
media, shuttling between realism and abstraction. He produced narrative paintings 
like “Incident at Walden Pond,” a triptych from the late 1970s depicting the aftermath 
of a rape, and, beginning in the 1990s, abstract landscapes based on his own vascular 
system and on Chinese landscapes of the 12th to 15th centuries.

After seeing an exhibition of Degas monotypes at the Fogg Museum in 1968, he began 
exploring that medium, most notably in the monumental Wakeby landscapes of 1983, 
depicting Wakeby Lake on Cape Cod, and in a series of illustrations for Robert Pin-
sky’s translation of Dante’s “Inferno,” published in 1994.

“It’s hard to characterize him because he was always trying new things,” said Clifford 
S. Ackley, the chairman of prints, drawings and photographs at the Museum of Fine 
Arts, Boston. “He did not fall into the trap of repeating himself the way so many older 
artists do. In the last week of his life he was doing pen-and-ink drawings of flowers 
and gardens.”

Michael Burton Mazur grew up on the Upper East Side of Manhattan and attend-
ed the Horace Mann School in the Bronx, where he belonged to an art club whose 
members included the future curator Henry Geldzahler and the future New Yorker 
cartoonist Ed Koren.

While attending Amherst College he studied with the printmaker and sculptor 
Leonard Baskin, who was teaching at Smith College. After taking a year off to study in 
Italy, where his lifelong fascination with Dante began, he received a bachelor’s degree 
in 1957 and went on to earn bachelor’s and master’s degrees in fine art from the Yale 
School of Art and Architecture. 

“The Simoniacs,” one of a series of etchings titled “The Inferno of Dante,” 
by Michael Mazur. He worked in a range of styles and media.



While at Yale he married Gail Beckwith, a poet known by her married name. She 
survives him, as do their two children, Dan, of Cambridge, and Kathe, of Los Angeles, 
and two grandchildren.

Mr. Mazur taught at the Rhode Island School of Design and Brandeis University from 
1961 to 1975 while exhibiting frequently in New York and Boston.

In 2000 a traveling retrospective of his prints opened at the Museum of Fine Arts, 
Boston. The catalog, “The Prints of Michael Mazur With a Catalogue Raisonné, 
1956-1999,” was published that year. “I’ll Tell What I Saw,” a selection of excerpts from 
Dante’s “Divine Comedy” illustrated by Mr. Mazur, is to be published by Sarabande 
Books in November.

Although deadly serious as an artist, Mr. Mazur had a sly wit. In 1984 he wrote an 
article for the Op-Ed page of The New York Times proposing a W.P.A.-style project 
under which artists could decorate nuclear warheads, just as Renaissance artists em-
bellished armor and weapons.

“It is not hard to imagine the vivid colors, bas reliefs, even graffiti, that would make 
spectacles of beauty of those dull cones,” he wrote. In time, he suggested, the warheads 
would find their way into private collections and museums, thereby ending the possi-
bility that they might be deployed.
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      Michael Mazur, “Rain.”  Abstract and lively landscapes 
result from the artist’s observations of precipitation.  Thu 
30 - June 13.

April 30, 2009



A Successful Experimenter
Cate McQuaid
May 18, 2006





Michael Mazur
Grace Glueck
March 27, 2004



5 Minutes with...Michael Mazur
May 11, 2000



Seamless ‘Perl’; Mazur’s fine lines
Cate McQuaid
May 6, 1999



Dante’s Inferno: Prints by Michael Mazur
September 1994



Amid high technology, artists seek the elemental
Nancy Stapen



Barbara Krakow Gallery/Boston
Michael Mazur: New Work
Marc Mannheimer
May 1987



Michael Mazur: The Painterly Printmaker
Christine Temin
January 8, 1987







Michael Mazur 
Judith Heep
March 1986



An affair with the land
Helen L. Cohen 
January 17, 1986





The Medium Isn’t the Message
Ronny Cohen
October 1985



















Mazur monotypes a breakthrough
Robert Taylor
March 20, 1983





Pictures on Paper
Alan Fern
December 14, 1980



Mazur and Men’s Eyes
Jean Bergantini Grillo
June 13, 1970





Art: Michael Mazur Shifts Direction
John Canaday



Far, far out on Broadway
John Canaday
July 12, 1964



New Talents Show In Hub Galleries
Edgar J. Driscoll Jr. 
January 19, 1964




